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GUIDE on how to create your own set of exercises 
 

The Guide aims to help Math and other STEAM subjects’ teachers to develop their competences 

and skills to use SMART EDIT platform for creation of their personal exercises for the SMART 

App.  

Introduction  

Intellectual outputs of SMART-MT project help teachers to develop competences and knowledge 

on existing apps for teaching Math and STEAM subjects. Additionally, it provides a tool for 

creation and usage of personal exercises on SMART-MT app.     

When teachers know their class, care about its diversity and use a variety of digital tools in their 

teaching, their creativity is constantly growing, and they are likely to come up with a lot of good 

ideas about interesting exercises on a particular topic.  

Therefore, we have opened up a possibility for every teacher to create their personal exercises for 

the Smart App using the SMART- MT editing platform. This is a unique, free of charge digital 

tool for all teachers, that enables creating app-based quizzes and creative exercises. 

Instructions on how to deliver your own exercises for the SMART App 

1. Download the SMART-MT app to your smart phone from GooglePlay Store 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.vizuali.smart or https://bit.ly/38IVBwn 

 

Open Smart App on your mobile phone.  Go to Options  on the up-right corner of the first 

screen and choose Creator. You will be asked to sign up with your e-mail and password. You 

will receive a personal account on the SMART Edit platform to create new exercises. 

2.  For convenience, we recommend that you work on a personal computer instead of a mobile 

phone. 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.vizuali.smart
https://bit.ly/38IVBwn
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3. Sign up online to SMART EDIT platform https://smart-math-teacher.firebaseapp.com/ by 

clicking on Sign UP. It is free and takes just several minutes to sign up.  

4. For registration use your e-mail and create a password.  You will receive a link via e-mail, 

which will confirm your registration and enable you to start working on this platform. 

 

 

 
 

How to start creating exercises:  

5. Choose a language – English, Lithuanian, Polish, Latvian, Romanian or Greek by clicking on 

the flag beside Smart EDIT at the top left corner of the page.  

6. Click the command New at the bottom left corner of the page in order to create a new item in 

the current list and start working on your exercises (see picture 1). 

 

Picture 1 

https://smart-math-teacher.firebaseapp.com/
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7. The item you are going to create has a name, a type and a picture. Type an item name in the 

field “Item name” on the right block (picture 2). 

8. Then Choose an Item type you want to create from the drop-down list: 

Item type 

 ✋ list – to create a new list as a new branch of exercises for a certain topic, for example, 

GEOMETRY; 

✍ solving task – a task with calculations for learning; 

👍 testing task – a quiz for (self)evaluation; 

👈 information – additional information, explanations, theory (see picture 2). 

 

Picture 2 
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9. Choose a picture icon ✎ in order to change the description of the item - name, type, picture 

and/or translations. You can create two types of tasks: ✍ solving task or 👍 testing task (see 

picture 3). 

 

Picture 3 

Working on the content of the exercises 

10. Click on the Item field (marked 1, on picture 4) in order to work on the content of the exercise 

(item). 

11. Write down the task formulation in the top field of the middle block (marked 2). 

12. Describe each variable (R1-R7) of the exercise – choose a variable by clicking on it and make 

descriptions of variable in the certain fields you find on the right block of the platform (see 

picture 4). 

 

Picture 4 
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13.  ✍ Task text:  describe a variable and the units (to introduce units in the task description, use 

„#” at the end of text in each row (see R1, picture 5). 

 

Picture 5 

 

14. Row Type - choose the type of the variable from the drop-down list: 

• enter  - choose it if you give the fixed number but want to let the learner change it in the App 

• enter * - in the App there will be a free space for the learner to write down his personal 

numbers 

• output – you give a fixed number for the variable (it will remain the same, every time the 

exercise is reloaded; 

• random – This option enables you to generate a random number between the two numbers 

of your choice. Describe “random number from …to”. It will change randomly every time 

the exercise is restarted.  

*action with results – this option allows you to regulate random numbers. For example, if 

you need random but only even numbers for a variable, you write M*2 in the „action with 

result field“. Option  M - generates the random number automatically (see picture 5). 
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• verify? – choose for a question variable. Provide either the answer value for testing (if the 

value of the answer is not changeable), or write down the formula to generate the correct 

answer in the field “comparison of expression” (see picture 6). 

• choice verify S – you can suggest up to four formulas or words to choose from marking the 

only one as the correct answer. 

 

 

Picture 6 

Other options: 

save – to save the math problem/exercise; 

clear – to clear all description fields; 

test row – to test if the description and the result is OK (see picture 7). 

hint – formulate a hint for a task if needed. Children will find it on the App exercise under the 

picture icon „?“  
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You have several additional options at the top right corner of the editing platform:  

 

Explanation: 

 

Go to the SMART exercises Sample Review 

 

Click on this icon to see the SMART EDIT exercises 

development tool definitions in short * 

 

Use this SMART EDIT link to see your exercises on 

the SMART App. 

Share this link with your students. They will access 

your exercises in the SMART App on their phones via 

“creator” option. 

 

 

Choose it to copy your link (see above) 

 

your exercises are available to 

others / students 

  
 

 

your exercises are not available to 

others / students 
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SMART EDIT exercises development tool definitions in short *  
 

A list of your exercises will be available on the hand side of the platform. 

New - to create a new item in the current list 

The item has a name, a type and a picture. The item name can be translated in different 

languages. 

 

Item type: 

✋ list - a new list as a new branch; 

✍ solving task – a task with calculations for learning; 

👍 testing task – a quiz for self-evaluation; 

👈 information – additional information, explanations, theory. 

 

Choose ✎ in order to change the item name, type, picture and/or translations. 

 

📱 - this sign indicates what will be visible in the Math App application; 

💻 - this sign indicates that information is only for this tool; 

📖 - this sign indicates explanations; 

⇣  – this sign indicates the required field. 

 

Left block - navigation through the items ✋; the same navigation will be in the app 📱; 

Middle block - navigation through the list items ✋ name translations to other languages; also 

description rows of solving tasks/exercises ✍ or testing tasks /exercises 👍; 

Right block - entering / editing block. 

 

Smart app:  https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.vizuali.smart 

SMART EDIT exercises development tool definitions in short you will find under  on 

the up-right corner of the Editing platform. 
 

For help use “need help” button on the editing platform.

 

 

For your convenience, a video has been created on how to use the SMART EDIT exercises 

development platform. You can find it by activating this link: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IXXpXg-rY7I&feature=youtu.be 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.vizuali.smart&hl=en
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.vizuali.smart

